Glossary of Autonomous and Connected Vehicle Terminology
Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS): Additional electronic systems in vehicles that support the driver in certain driving
situations, designed to avoid collisions and crashes by alerting the driver of potential problems (e.g. adaptive cruise control,
automated braking, lane assist, etc)
Autonomous Vehicle* – Sometimes referred to as “driverless vehicles,” the U.S. Department of Transportation recommends
defining autonomous vehicle technology levels using the SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) J3016 standard, which divide
vehicles into levels based on “who does what, when.” Generally:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Level 0: No automation; human driver does everything.
Level 1 (Driver Assistance): The vehicle can assist with one or more functions like braking/accelerating or steering,
but not at the same time.
Level 2 (Partial Automation): Vehicle can control both the steering and braking/accelerating simultaneously under
some circumstances.
Level 3 (Conditional Automation): The vehicle has a system which can perform all aspects of the driving task under
some circumstances.
Level 4 (High Automation): Vehicle can do all the driving in certain circumstances by itself.
Level 5 (Full Automation): Vehicle can do all of the driving in all circumstances.

*Note: Vehicles with automation levels 3-5 must incorporate connected vehicle technologies and are sometimes referred to
collectively as “highly automated vehicles” (HAVs).
https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/AV%20policy%20guidance%20PDF.pdf
Connected Vehicle (CV): A vehicle equipped with a wireless communication device that can communicate with other cars (vehicleto-vehicle [V2V], roadside infrastructure [V2I], other travelers, and the cloud).
Cybersecurity: The process and practices designed to protect networks, computers, programs, and data from attack, damage, or
unauthorized access.
Dedicated Short-range Communications (DSRC) - Similar to Wi-Fi, DSRC is a networking technology that provides the primary
basis for communication flows among connected vehicles. Many vehicles today are already "connected" through cellular
technology. DSRC offers unique opportunities for fast, secure, and reliable communications, and is not vulnerable to interference.
Freight Signal Priority (FSP): A method of signal priority that provides right of way at signals near freight facilities based on
current and projected freight movements.
Interoperability: Ability of a system to communicate with other systems to provide the same service in different physical locations.
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Architecture: Framework within which interrelated systems can be built that work
together to deliver transportation services. It defines how systems functionally operate and the interconnection of information
exchanges that must take place between these systems to accomplish transportation services.
Platooning: A method of grouping vehicles together, primarily to increase road capacity, which will lead up to fully automated
vehicles on a wide scale. Decrease distances between cars/trucks using electronic and mechanical coupling. Likely to decrease
fuel use and emissions.
Real Time Data (RTD): Data collected continuously and made available for immediate processing. They include information about
vehicles such as current fuel consumption, braking behavior and temperature, and information on the current level of traffic or the
state of the road ahead.
Telematics - A combination of the words telecommunications and informatics. It is the means of linking at least two information
systems using a telecommunication system and includes sending, receiving and storing information relating to remote objects –
like vehicles – via telecommunication devices.
Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) Communication: Communication that promotes exchange of information between vehicles and
infrastructure.
Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) Communication: Communication that promotes exchange of information between vehicles.
Vehicle to X (V2X) Communication: Communication that promotes exchange of information between vehicles and various
counterparts including other means of transport, the infrastructure, traffic management centers, and internet applications.
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Joe Hummer, PhD, PE, State Traffic Management Engineer
For Land of Sky, Asheville, January 24, 2020

Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Disclaimer
• Most of this presentation is my personal
opinion, not NCDOT policy or NC law
– I will try to indicate when something is law or
policy

• Graphics are property of rightful owners
– Do not reproduce graphics unless indicated
that they belong to me or NCDOT

• No endorsement of any product is intended
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Definition
• Self-driving on-road motor
vehicle
– Level 5, no steering wheel or
pedals
– Or Level 4 within domain

• Someone tells the vehicle
the destination, vehicle gets
there
• Does not need special
infrastructure
• Can run empty
• Also mostly subscription and
electric

Level 4 automated vehicle
developed for Fort Bragg, 2017
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

AVs Will Be Adopted Quickly
• Safer
• Cheaper
– Human driving will get more expensive

•
•
•
•

Time savings
Benefits for many groups of consumers
Recent technologies adopted more quickly
Manufacturer plans
– Huge R&D expenditures
– Push by foreign and rival companies
– Disincentives at levels 2 and 3

• Little new infrastructure needed
• No show-stoppers
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Recent AV US Adoption Forecast

From Litman, et al., 2018
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

As Big a Change As…
•
•
•
•
•

Jet airplane?
Interstate system?
Model T?
Railroads?
Steamships?
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Safety
• Currently so awful
– 38,000 deaths per year in US and climbing
– 1.2 million deaths per year worldwide
– “Young person’s disease”

• At least 90 percent of current crashes have
human error as major contributing factor
• Widespread adoption of AVs will cut crashes,
injuries, and fatalities dramatically
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Travel Efficiency
• With all AVs, road capacity increases by up to
50 percent
– With some human-driven vehicles, benefits will
be smaller

• Optimum routing
• More ride-sharing
– Discount subscriptions

• More trucks at night
• No cruising for parking
• Advanced traffic engineering

Source: CLEPA.edu
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Travel Efficiency
• On the other hand, auto travel is cheaper
and easier, so
– Empty vehicles
– More trips
– Longer trips
– Mode shift from transit

• Overall, likely less congestion
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Roads
• Funding is the big problem
• If no new capacity needed, jobs are another
problem
– Two million highway construction jobs nationwide
NCDOT, 2016
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Transit
• Outside of a few big cities, AVs will likely take
over much of the transit market
– Some gain from driverless transit vehicles, but…
– Door-to-door service
– More reliable
– Cheaper for many fare-paying customers
– Cheaper for taxpayers
– Local governments can subsidize rides for lowincome citizens
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Trucking
• Going driverless is the big cost savings
– About 1.8 million jobs across the US

• Experiments underway
– Platooning trucks

• Long-haul terminal to terminal seems easiest
Source:
CNBC.com
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Many People Will Benefit
•
•
•
•

Older people
Younger people
Disabled people
Commuters

Source: Slate.com

Source: Twitter.com

– Over $400 billion/yr productivity boost in US

Source: Jalopnik.com
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Land Use Changes
• Parking
• Denser
downtowns
• Retail
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Land Use Changes
• Housing, exurban areas
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Environmental Impacts
• Air
– CO2

• Water
• Noise
• Wildlife
– Car-kill
– Habitat

• Oil industry
– Gas stations

Deepwater Horizon explosion.
Source: Slate.com
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Other Impacts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tourism
Auto business
Utilities
Law enforcement
Health care
Evacuations
Schools
Others?

Source: Houston Public Media
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

NCDOT Encourages Automated
Vehicle Adoption
• Most importantly, SAFETY!
– Reduce the 1,500 fatal victims per year
– Reduce the 125,000 injury victims per year
– Reduce the billions in economic damage

• Mobility for more citizens
• Reduce or eliminate congestion
– Greater access to jobs
– Faster goods movement
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Down the Line for NCDOT
•
•
•
•
•
•

Laws and institutions in place
Stable and reliable funding source
Smooth pavements
Much less
Good quality pavement markings new construction
Advanced traffic engineering
Good communication between DOT and
vehicle companies
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

A Hopeful Future
• With AVs, travel should be
– Much safer
– Cheaper
– Quicker
– Available for more people
– Less stressful
– Better for the environment
– Better for business
– Creating more jobs
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Looking Ahead to Automated Vehicles

Needed Actions
• Federal legislation
– Vehicles

• State legislation, courts, planning
Soon, our design year
• Local governments
– Planning, parking, land uses

will be 2050!

• Public and media do not panic
• Train people for new businesses
– Battery techs, not truck drivers

• Research
21

Thank You!
• Joe Hummer
– 919-814-5040, jehummer@ncdot.gov
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Automated + Connected Vehicles
Policy + Planning
Dana Magliola
Office of Logistics + Freight, NCDOT
24 January 2020

Logistics + Freight

"Those DOTs that focus on older models will be
unprepared to serve new kinds of demand."
- October 2017

“Data is the new oil."
- May 2017

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/capital-projects-and-infrastructure/ourinsights/the-department-of-transportation-of-the-future
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Logistics + Freight

AUTOMATED + CONNECTED VEHICLES: POLICY

Logistics + Freight

• Federal Priorities

Policy: Federal

– Prioritize safety
– Remain technology neutral
– Modernize regulations; avoid creation of
a regulatory patchwork
– Be proactive

• Feds to States: “Stay in your lane.”
– Leave safety + performance up to us
– Enforce compliance with federal
regulations
– Managing recall + remedy of
noncompliance or safety defects
– Communicate + educate the public about
motor vehicle safety issues
– Data security + privacy
– Manage exemptions for testing + piloting
https ://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/AV%20policy%20guidance%20PDF.pdf
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Logistics + Freight

Policy: Current Landscape
• Since 2012 more
than 40 states (and
D.C.) have
introduced or
enacted legislation
related to ACVs
• Executive orders
also drive some
states’ policy

https ://www.ncsl.org/research/transportation/autonomous-vehicles-self-driving-vehicles-enacted-legislation.aspx
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Logistics + Freight

Policy: State
•
•

Identify lead state agency for AV
Create AV committee with broad, relevant
representation
– Fully Automated Vehicle Committee (ncav.org)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide jurisdictional permission to test +
pilot technologies
Manage licensing + registration
Driver education + training
Insurance + liability
Enforcement of traffic laws + regulations
Administration of motor vehicle inspections
Adopt technology through voluntary
technical standards
Ensure the operating/regulatory environment
incentivizes innovation
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Logistics + Freight

Policy: Local
• Smart ACV policy is not just for the urban
environment
• Facilitate safe testing + operation on local
streets
• Find ways to leverage data + connectivity
• Ensure communication + collaboration
between municipal departments
• Consider how land use will be impacted
including curb space
• Engage + educate locally on ACV issues
• Be prepared to manage increased
congestion with rising VMT
• Consider how will it impact transit
services + demand?
• Stay tuned into what happens at State +
Federal level (beware of preemption)
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Logistics + Freight

Policy: North Carolina
Enacted Legislation in North Carolina
• SL2017-166/HB 469
– Drivers license not required
– Registration required
– Legal responsibility for owner or guardian
in some cases
– Age restrictions for minors
– Not classified as unattended
– Stop + notify in event of crash
– Fully Autonomous Vehicle
Committee at NCDOT

• SL 2017-169/HB 716
– Modified “follow too close”
restrictions to enable platooning
https ://www.ncleg.gov/Sessions/2017/Bills/House/PDF/H469v7.pdf
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Logistics + Freight

Multimodal
Automation
• Ports + the maritime
environment
• Cooperative automation:
platooning
• At-grade railroad crossings
• ACV last-mile delivery
platforms
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Logistics + Freight

Policy: Resources
• Automated Driving Systems 2.0: Best
Practices for State Legislatures (NHTSA)
• Automated Vehicles 3.0: Preparing for The
Future of Transportation (USDOT)
• Federal Automated Vehicle Policy:
Accelerating the Next Revolution in
Roadway Safety (USDOT)
• Ensuring American Leadership in Automated
Vehicle Technologies (NSTC/USDOT)
• Autonomous Vehicle Technology: A Guide
for Policymakers (Rand)

• Autonomous Vehicles: A Policy Preparation
Guide (NLC)
• New Technology and Automation in Freight
Transport and Handling Systems (UKgov)
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Logistics + Freight

AUTOMATED + CONNECTED VEHICLES: PLANNING

Logistics + Freight

ACVs: Confluence + Convergence

• Are the circumstances right for ACVs in your community?
• Technology, policy, + planning together enable innovation
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Logistics + Freight

Planning: Cornerstones
• Align ACV planning with
community vision + goals
• Plan + design for safety
• People first!
• Anticipate the disruption +
embrace the uncertainty
• Maximize positive
externalities; mitigate
negative
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Logistics + Freight

Planning: Tech Interaction
• What technology infrastructure
investments + improvements
are necessary to enable ACV
operation?
• Be prepared for increased
demand for marking, painting,
maintenance, embedded
technology
• Determine interaction protocol
with law enforcement,
emergency + public service
agencies
• Data exchange V2V, V2X
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Logistics + Freight

Planning:
Design + Land Use
• ACV technology will change
urban design
• Reduced, efficient Right-ofWay demands
• Impacts to transit networks
• Reduced need for parking
is an opportunity for
revised land use
• ACV freight delivery will
impact curb use, design
© Tony Seba
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Logistics + Freight

Planning: Design + Land Use
Multiway boulevard

Major transit street

Downtown street

Neighborhood street

Residential street

https ://nacto.org/publication/bau2/
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Logistics + Freight

Planning:
Considerations
• Increased ACV in fleet +
commercial vehicles will
dramatically increase VMT
• ACV proliferation will reduce
fuel tax revenues + impact
infrastructure investment
• Shared vehicles vs. personal
ownership
• Transit may improve,
demand may deteriorate
• Cybersecurity + data
management priority
• PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES →
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Logistics + Freight

Planning: Resources
• Blueprint for Autonomous Urbanism
(NACTO)
• Preparing Communities for
Autonomous Vehicles (APA)
• APA ACV Checklists
• Autonomous Vehicle Implementation
Predictions: Implications for
Transport Planning (VTPI)
• The Future is Now (Nebraska
Legislative Research)
• NC Readiness for Connected +
Autonomous Vehicles (NCDOT)
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Dana A. Magliola
Sr. Supply Chain Analyst
Office of Logistics + Freight
North Carolina Department of Transportation
919.707.0909 office
919.617.6247 cell
damagliola@ncdot.gov
Tw: @danamagliola
1 South Wilmington Street
1554 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1554
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Land of Sky Regional
Council -- Autonomous and
Connected Vehicles
Workshop 1/24/2020
Arboretum Edu. Ctr.– Asheville, NC
Skip Yeakel, P.E.
Principal Engineer
Volvo Group North America
7900 National Service Road
Greensboro, NC 27409

Overview of Automation development in HD Trucks
• Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are our primary direction
Benefits:
– Reduce driver stress
– Address traffic conflict areas around the truck
– Low visibility conditions
– Sensors to cover ”blind spots”
– Reduce speed for greater following distance
– Quick reaction thru electronics
– Electronic Stability Controls to reduce rollover

Automation – levels over time
5

4

3

2

1

No feet
•
•

•
•

No head

No eyes

No hands

No driver

•

•
•

Driverless, Control Tower

Driver managed autopilot, confined areas

Platooning Auto Follower
• Steering added
• Lane Keeping, Queue support, backing assist

ACC
Collision Avoidance and Lane Departure warning

Cruise Control
Electronic Stability Control (rollover, jacknife situations)

Volvo Active Driver Assist
Radar + Camera

= Accuracy

• Radar detection range of 22 degrees
wide and about 500 ft. front.
• Camera viewing angle of more than 42
degrees will cover and detect what the
radar can’t. Act as an extra set of eyes.
• Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
• Collision warning and mitigation
• Lane Departure Warning
• Emergency Braking

Public Highway Platooning Testing
• CACC
– V2V thru DSRC
– Speed, gap control
– Braking
• Customer and highway
partnership

Higher levels of Automation (level 4)
• Confined areas:
– Ports
– Mining
– Construction sites
– Refuse
– Limited access
• Hazardous cargo needs special consideration
• Regulations must be changed in order to permit
wide scale testing and development for onhighway use

Question the Answers and Thank You!
Skip.Yeakel@Volvo.com
• Assorted Web References:
• Downloads/dot_17212_DS1.pdf
• https://www.bulktransporter.com/trucks/trusted-truck-initiative-setsstandards-wris Trusted Truck®
• https://i95coalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/CVIITrifoldBoard_Oct2010.pdf?x70560
• https://youtu.be/pOYDfNTC0r0 TSAG Emergency Responder Day
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Gc1zz5bl8I (Volvo “Vera” Autonomy)

Autonomous Vehicles and

ETHICS
JAN 24, 2020

Autonomous and Connected Vehicles Workshop
Katie Brunk

•

Chicago Native

•

B.A. in International Business and French from
Hillsdale College

•

Focus on developing the whole human and
critical thinking

•

Katie Brunk
Transportation Engineering Analyst
Kimley-Horn

M.S. in Civil Engineering from Clemson
University

•

Crossroads of ITS and Humanities
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Vehicles of Change

Circa 31 BC

Circa 1855 AD
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We don’t like change!
But it can be good ☺

“Bicycling is a
passing fancy.”
- Washington
Post

“The cost of automobiles will
never be sufficiently low to
make them as popular as
bicycles.”
- New York Times

“Talking does not belong in
films.”
- Joseph Schenck,
President of United Arts in
the New York Times, 1928

“Fooling around with
alternating current is just a
waste of time. No one will use
it ever.”
- Thomas Edison

“[Cheeseburgers
are a] typical
eccentricity of
California”
- New York Times
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Level 0
The human driver does all the driving

Level 1
The vehicle might be able to assist with one or more
functions like braking/accelerating or steering but not
at the same time

Level 2
The vehicle can control both steering and
braking/accelerating simultaneously under some
circumstances

Level 3
The vehicle has a system which can perform all
aspects of the driving task under some circumstances

Level 4

WHAT IS AN
AUTONOMOUS
VEHICLE?

The vehicle itself can do all of the driving in certain

circumstances
Photo: Flickr

Level 5
The vehicle can do all of the driving in all
circumstances
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EXPECTED
BENEFITS
OF AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

Increased Mobility

Increased Safety

Improved Operations

Reduced Emissions
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Photo: WikiMedia Commons

Hacking/Privacy
CONCERNS
RELATED TO
AUTONOMOUS
VEHICLES

Radiation
Exposure
Ethical
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Ethical Concerns
TROLLEY DILEMMA
It’s common to see the trolley
dilemma get tossed around.
But it’s not really a fit for AVs.

HETERONOMY
Humans are at risk for becoming

heteronomous in exchange for
vehicle autonomy if a
programmer has made an ethical

decision in extremis.
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Crashes
When does a crash become less accidental?

Human Driver Crash = “Accidental”
Computer Driver Crash = “Programmed”
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Changes in Morality Over Generations

10

How will this impact future generations?

Important ethical
decisions will need to be
made at a time where
ethics are hazier than they
have been in past
generations

How will the moral
relativist mentality affect
our ability to program
ethical vehicles?
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STUDENT
SURVEY
MASTER’S THESIS
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Technological Attitudes
Other, 3%
Early Adopters, 20%

Wait for reviews ,
77%
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AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE ATTITUDES
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%

20%
15%

10%
5%

0%
Necessary

Exciting but not
necessary

Indifferent

Intimidating

Should not be
pursued

N/A
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Overview of Ethical Perspectives
1. Deontological – Universal moral laws such as “don’t lie, don’t steal,
don’t cheat” from a duty-based perspective
2. Consequentialist – an action is right or wrong based on the outcomes;
“the ends justify the means”
3. Virtuist – character based approach says that we acquire virtue through
practice of virtuous habits which provides guidance without specific
rules

4. Relativist – there is no universal or absolute set of moral principles;
moral standards are culturally defined
15

ETHICAL OUTLOOKS
Deontological

Consequantialist

Virtuist

Moral Relativist

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%
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ETHICAL STANDARD SETTING
BODIES
State Government, 10%
Other, 3%
Private Companies, 7%
Industry Standards,
40%
No Opinion, 10%

Federal Government,
40%
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SELF PRESERVATION V. SELF
SACRIFICE
Not swerve for animal
Swerve for animal

Not swerve for child
Swerve for child
Not swerve
Swerve for adult
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
50%
60%
% of Respondents

70%

80%

90%

100%
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“HUMAN DRIVER ERROR IS
MORE FORGIVABLE THAN
SELF-DRIVING VEHICLE
ERROR.”
45%

40%
35%

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Neutral

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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“Consider that you are going to be a passenger in a
self-driving car, and it is programmed to risk your life
by swerving to avoid killing a human pedestrian that
walks out into the street when they should not, what
do you think the vehicle should do?”

“Consider that there is technology in which an autonomous
vehicle can determine the age, gender, or ability of a pedestrian
in the roadway. There is also a way to obscure data from the
computer, making all humans register the same to an
autonomous vehicle. Knowing this, which of the following best
describes your opinion? Personal data should be used to make a
decision. Personal data should not be used to make a decision.“

Should
not
Preserve
Passenge
r

Preserve
Pedestria
n

Should
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Local government
discussions and best
practices
Elevate to federal
government for reinforcing
major ideas

Collaboration of ethics,
business, legal experts

POSSIBLE
APPROACH TO
AN ETHICAL
CODE

Empower private
enterprise

Photo: Flickr
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Ethics Commission, Germany (2017)
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

The primary purpose of partly and fully automated transport systems is to improve safety for
all road users.
The protection of individuals takes precedence over all other utilitarian considerations
The public sector is responsible for guaranteeing the safety of the automated and connected
systems introduced and licensed in the public street environment
The personal responsibility of individuals for taking decisions is an expression of a society
centered on individual human beings, with their entitlement to personal development and their
need for protection. The purpose of all governmental and political regulatory decisions is thus
to promote the free development and the protection of individuals
Automated and connected technology should prevent accidents wherever this is practically
possible. Based on the state of the art, the technology must be designed in such a way that
critical situations do not arise in the first place.
In hazardous situations that prove to be unavoidable, despite all technological precautions
being taken, the protection of human life enjoys top priority in a balancing of legally
protected interests
In the event of unavoidable accident situations, any distinction based on personal features
(age, gender, physical or mental constitution) is strictly prohibited
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Smart Growth
Moving Safely Forward

Ease into it
Autonomous shuttles and low-speed vehicles

Education
Inform the public of how to navigate in an mixed-fleet as well
as how to behave around AVs as a pedestrian

Collaboration
Work together across varying levels of government, public
engagement, private enterprise
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Project CASSI
• Autonomous Shuttle circulating
NCSU’s Centennial Campus
Feb-July
• Available for other municipalities to
apply for a 3-month deployment
• Applications at ncdot.gov/cassi
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THANK YOU
Kimley-Horn, Raleigh, NC
919-653-2950
Katie.brunk@kimley-horn.com

An Overview of DOE Vehicle Technologies Research into Energy
Efficiency in New Mobility Opportunities
Michael D. Laughlin, VTO Technology Manager
January 24, 2020

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

OFFICE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY & RENEWABLE ENERGY

TRANSPORTATION IS FUNDAMENTAL TO

11 Billion
Freight Tons
50% of the weight
and 37% of the
value of goods are
moved less than
100 miles
between origin
and destination

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

OUR WAY OF LIFE

3 Trillion
Vehicle Miles

In 2018, USPS
shipped 6.2 Billion
packages – up
from 4 Billion in
2014

OFFICE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY & RENEWABLE ENERGY

Technologies
and fuel choices
are expanding

Transportation
costs are high—
second only to
housing
expenses

Future Mobility

electrified

new
mobility as a service
mobility
ride sharing/TNCs
energy
urban design
urban and rural
sources
micromobility
first mile-last mile
regional
demand
freight/e-commerce
planning
management
transportation equity
emissions
sustainability
smart cities business case

shared

autonomous
connected

How can I make sense of all this?
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

OFFICE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY & RENEWABLE ENERGY

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy

OUR VISION

more choices

components
to
vehicles
to
systems
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

more efficient technology

OFFICE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY & RENEWABLE ENERGY

when & where it is needed

more affordable

EERE’S Vehicle Technologies Office (VTO) R&D Focus Areas

Batteries &
Electrification

Advanced
Combustion
Systems & Fuels

Materials
Technology

Analysis & Technology Integration

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

OFFICE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY & RENEWABLE ENERGY

Energy Efficient
Mobility Systems

Technology Integration
• Provide objective and
unbiased data and real-world
lessons learned to inform
future research needs and
support local decision making
efforts
– National framework for
collaboration
– Relate near-term technology
experiences to long-term
technology research needs
– Data, tools, and information

• Nearly 100 coalitions,
thousands of stakeholders,
covering ~80% of the U.S.
population

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

OFFICE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY & RENEWABLE ENERGY

DATA AND FINDINGS FROM TI
PARTNERS

FEEDBACK
LOOP
Real-world
Data
VTO RESEARCH
TECHNOLOGIES
FOR INITIAL
DEMONSTRATION
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

OFFICE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY & RENEWABLE ENERGY

Scientific
Research

Recent TI Projects in New Mobility Areas

• EVs for shared mobility/rideshare
• Case studies, marketing campaigns
• EVSE (including DC fast charging) and EVs

Many funded projects in alternative fuels
and advanced vehicle technologies, but
also…
ELECTRIC SHARED MOBILITY
Seattle, Portland, NYC, Denver

Uber, GM’s Maven, BMW’s ReachNow

• Electric shuttle “last mile” connection to
transit
• Small EV shuttle with app for
hailing/payment
• Name your price test
• Efficient freight logistics from supply and
demand sides
• Many urban freight initiatives already
catalogued
• Modeling and simulation to identify possible
pilot tests
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

OFFICE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY & RENEWABLE ENERGY

ELECTRIC LAST MILE
Austin

Pecan Street, CapMetro

ENERGY EFFICIENT FREIGHT LOGISTICS
NYC-Albany Corridor
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, freight carriers &
receivers, urban supply chain

…but what IS Energy Efficient Mobility Systems
…and why Vehicle Technologies Office

Source: Volvo

Source: ITALDESIGN

Source: SMRT
Source: Warner Brothers

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

OFFICE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY & RENEWABLE ENERGY

…but what IS Energy Efficient Mobility Systems

Source: InBin

Source: Lime

Source: GETTY IMAGES (MLENNY)

H aShared
i l e d RMicromobility
ides
Trips
(Bruce Shaller) (NACTO)

Source: INRIX

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

OFFICE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY & RENEWABLE ENERGY

Source: AP

Advanced Fueling
Infrastructure
Connected &
Automated
Vehicles

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

SMARTMOBILITY
Systems and Modeling for Accelerated Research in Transportation

Urban
Science

5 LABS, 30+ PROJECTS, 50+ RESEARCHERS, $15M PER YEAR
Mobility
Decision
Science
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Multi-Modal
Transport
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•
•
•

All about tradeoffs (service, cost, mobility)
Home EV charging is influential
EV infrastructure and ridehailing have a
national impact

AFI

US
•
•

•
•
•

Private CAV can increase total
miles AND empty miles
AVs can encourage people to
spend more time in the car

E-commerce substitutes AND adds
to shopping trips
Correlation of age, parental status,
transportation modes
Ride hailing preference also
correlated with age

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

CAV

MDS
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•
•
•

MMF

A new metric for transportation
efficiency
What is easily and cheaply accessible?
New urban problems (curb space)

•
•

•

Freight is complicated
Drones can impact system energy
use
E-commerce can reduce energy use
(if done right)

Mobility Energy Protocol Metric – What Is It?
• Combines different modes of transport into a holistic
metric
• Quantify the number of opportunities people can
reach within a given time using different modes,
proportioned across frequency of trip purpose
• Weighted by time, energy, and cost efficiency metrics
of transportation modes
• Incorporate energy, cost, land use components as
well as trip purpose
• Reflects efficiency of accessing goods, services, and
employment
• Can compare
–
–
–
–

Multiple locations within a city
Multiple planning strategies
Multiple technologies
NOT intended for comparing cities/regions
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An Illustrative Use of MEP (for discussion purposes)
What if car fuel efficiency in a region tripled (25 mpg average to 75 mpg average)

BEFORE EFFICIENCY INCREASE
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
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AFTER EFFICIENCY INCREASE

Connecting the community with information…
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Wrapping up…

• The future for mobility is bright (we think!)
• Consumer behavior is a key
• DOE’s Vehicle Technologies Office has experts already
working on these problems
• VTO has tools, resources, and insights to help all of you with
this new mobility world
• Clean Cities is a connection to this community of experts –
they (and we) are here to help!
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Comments or Questions?
Michael Laughlin
michael.laughlin@ee.doe.gov
202-586-1888
vehicles.energy.gov
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THANK YOU

